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in the hopes of finding the "real" one at any given point. The question,
too, is not merely biographical, since the prominence or problem of doubt
is all too often minimized or erased in broader religious histories of
nineteenth-century America. In the early 1830s, Brownson started writing
a fictionalized autobiography that examined the hidden but important
current of religious skepticism in American life: Charles Elwood, or The
Infidel Converted (1840). Oddly, Hughes only mentions this book in her
penultimate paragraph.
Despite the reservations expressed here about the final two
chapters of Becoming Brownson, the book is well-written and wellinformed about the social and religious context in which the young
Brownson lived and moved and found his voice. It is a welcome addition
to the scholarship on this complicated and intriguing figure.
CHRISfOPHER GRASSO

Professor, Department of His ton;
College of William and Mary

The Autobiography of Adin Ballou-Annotated Edition. Lynn
Gordon Hughes and Peter Hughes. Blackstone Editions, 2016.
$32.00 (paper).

The Annotated Edition of the Autobiography of Adin Ballou, with notes
by Lynn Gordon Hughes and Peter Hughes, is like a set of matryoshka
dolls, providing ever deepening layers of revelation on the life of Ballou
and his ministry. The authors have compiled a list of notes and primary
documents to create a one-volume library that serves as a geometrically
expanding commentary. In addition to the text of Ballou' s autobiography,
the authors have included sixty pages of appendices and 120 pages of
notes (including notes on the appendices).
I come to Ballou' s autobiography as a new reader somewhat
familiar with Ballou and the Hopedale community. I am the current
minister in the Unitarian Universalist congregation in Hopedale. I find
this work an important resource, especially the layers of information
available in the appendices.
For example, the entire correspondence between Adin Ballou
and Leo Tolstoy is provided in Appendix H. Ballou' s son-in-law William
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S. Heywood (who completed the biography) describes Ballou' s correspondence with Tolstoy, who was a "previously unknown" author. In
a footnote in Appendix H, the authors inform us that the work Ballou
read was Tolstoy's My Religion, the first of Tolstoy's works available in
English in the year 1885, with the major novels becoming available in
English the following year. In the main text, Heywood writes that Ballou
had criticized Tolstoy's understanding of Christ's nonresistance to evil.
Two sections from Ballou' s journal, in which Ballou had written critically
of Tolstoy's "indiscriminating extremism in the application of Christ's
precepts against resisting evil with evil," described his theology as" wild,
crude, and mystically absurd." Ballou recognizes that his opinion is an
initial impression after a first reading and pledges to think Tolstoy out
more thoroughly. Heywood includes a later journal entry showing that
Ballou comes to no better an opinion. This reinforces his thought that
Tolstoy takes turning the other cheek to an" absurd level of passivity."
Heywood's biography explains that it was three years after
Ballou' s first reading of Tolstoy that the pastor in Hopedale, Rev. Lewis
G. Wilson, a Tolstoy admirer, wrote to Tolstoy and sent him some of
Ballou' s works and a photograph of Ballou. An author's note here gives
readers a quick summary of Rev. Wilson's career. They report that after
exchanging a few letters, one of Tolstoy's went unanswered, and Rev.
Wilson wrote Tolstoy to notify him of Ballou' s passing. The author's
note informs us that Tolstoy's admiration of Ballou was greater than
Ballou' s for the Russian. A quote from the U.S. Ambassador to Russia,
Andrew Dickson White, relates that when asked who was the greatest
of American writers, Tolstoy answered " ... Adin Ballou!"
At this point, the reader can turn to Appendix H for the full
correspondence between Ballou and Tolstoy. The appendix begins with
an explanation for the two sources of the correspondence, how they
differ and how the arn1otators approached this editorially by inserting
any text that might be missing from one source, into brackets in the other
source. The letters contain much detail of the discussion between Ballou
and Tolstoy on the nature of Christ's intent, and the appropriate practice
for Christians to nonviolently resist evil.
The same level of exponential expansion of informati_o n that
illuminates the Tolstoy correspondence is similarly available to readers
of Ballou's correspondence on tl1e Restorationist Controversy. The
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tor the Restora tionis t position changed over time. He eventually came
to see th~t his_zealoh·y had led him to demonize tl1e otl1er and approach
others with v10lence, even if not witl1 physical violence.
.
. This Annotated Edition is a deep and rewarding resource for
lustonans and scholars, and for people with a professional interest such
as n1y self. But it also rewards a reader witl1 a casual interest in Ballou,
Unitarian Universalist history, or pacifism. The resources are there to use
as you will, stopping and reading all notes and appendices or reading
the original all tl1e way through, or just looking in on a particular event
or episode in Ballou's life such as the Tolstoy correspondence.
T ONY LORENZEN

Minister, Hopedale Unitarian Parish
Hopedale, MA

Paradise Now: The Story of American Utopianism. Chris
Jennings. New York: Random House, 2016. 488 pp. 27.04 (cloth).
13. 99 (Kindle).

Chris Jennings's Paradise Now is perhaps the most beautifully written
survey of American utopianism ever published. In five well-constructed
chapters, he tells the stories of the Shaker villages that flourished from
New England to Kentucky; the Owenites of New Harmony and Nashoba
who believed that reformed institutions would create a new humanity;
the disciples of Charles Fourier who hoped to achieve harmony by
liberating human passions; the radically egalitarian Icarians of Illinois
and Texas; and the people of Oneida with their practices of complex
marriage, mutual criticism, and eugenics. Each chapter offers a thorough
account of the utopian theory underlying the movement, then recounts
the inspiring, humorous, and heartbreaking events through which the
theory was (partially) translated into practice. Any reader who is new
to this topi~ would do well to start with this book.
Readers who are already familiar with utopian history, however,
will find little that is new. Far more has already been written about these
five movements than about most other communal impulses. Within

